M-610
Marsden Portable Wheelchair Weigh Beams

Class III Approved scale for weighing patients in wheelchairs
Portable with handles; carry cases available
Set up and weigh your patient in seconds
Accurate to 100g

www.marsden-weighing.co.uk

Marsden M-610: An accurate weight for
patients in wheelchairs - in seconds
Marsden’s M-610 means weighing patients in wheelchairs is easier
than ever - because you can weigh them accurately, without them
even needing to leave their wheelchair. The M-610 is accurate,
portable and setting up is easy.

Quick and easy set-up
At Marsden, we believe that a wheelchair should not be a
barrier to getting an accurate weight reading of a patient.
Therefore, the M-610 is accurate, easy to use and has been
made completely portable. The two beams have carry handles,
and once in position, fold down the ramps, and then the beams
simply need to be connected to the premium DP-3810
indicator.
Once the scale is switched on, simply make sure the beams are
the correct distance apart, and weigh your patient.

Calculate patient BMI automatically and then record it
If you already know the height of the patient, you can
enter this using the full numeric keypad. The scale will
then calculate the patient’s BMI.
This means you’ll have an accurate BMI reading - which
then can be printed, along with the patient’s weight,
using the optional TP-2100 Printer.
Additionally, choose Bluetooth or Wifi connectivity and
send this information directly to a patient database.
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Less wires, less mess
The M-610 is not only easy to transport - there are
carry cases available too - it also has an internal
rechargeable battery.
An adaptor is supplied, and fully charged, the battery
will provide a minimum of 40 hours’ continuous use.

Key features
Class III Approved
Rechargeable battery (adaptor provided)
Full numeric keypad
Three displays - weight, height, BMI
BMI calculation
Hold/Tare/Zero
Low profile ramps
Lightweight, portable with carry handles
40 hours’ continuous use from full charge
Optional printer
Optional carry cases
Optional Bluetooth, Wifi or Micro USB

A capacity suitable for most patients
A 300kg capacity means the M-610 is suitable for almost
any patient. It’ll weigh to a medically-approved accuracy
of 100g.
If you wish to exclude the weight of the wheelchair from
your readings on the scale, you can do this using the Tare
function.

Specification
Class: III
Capacity: 300kg
Graduations: 100g
Weight of Beams: 8.5kg
Power: Mains adaptor/rechargeable battery
Beam dimensions: 1200mm x 150mm x 95mm
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Marsden M-610: Key features at-a-glance
Three displays:
Weight, height,
BMI

Power by mains
or rechargeable
battery
Full numeric
keypad

Ramps fold in for
extra portability

Integrated carry
handles

Quick and
easy set-up

Optional carry
cases for extra
portability
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Optional Wifi/Bluetooth/
Micro USB connectivity or printer - for
recordng patient weight
data

